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Discrete Log (w.r.t g) in a (multiplicative) cyclic group G generated
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If DLA broken, then Difﬁe-Hellman key-exchange broken

Raise(x;G,g)
= (gx;G,g)

Eve gets x, y from gx, gy (sometimes) and can compute gxy herself
A “key-recovery” attack
Note: could potentially break pseudorandomness without breaking
DLA too
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(DDH) Assumption
{(gx, gy, gxy)}(G,g)←GroupGen; x,y←[|G|] ≈ {(gx, gy, gr)}(G,g)←GroupGen; x,y,r←[|G|]
At least as strong as DLA
If DDH assumption holds, then DLA holds [Why?]
But possible that DLA holds and DDH assumption doesn’t
e.g.: DLA is widely assumed to hold in Zp* (p prime), but
DDH assumption doesn’t hold there!
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gz is QR only w/ prob. 1/2.
How about in QRP*?
Could check if cubic residue in ZP*!
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Today
Public Key Encryption
CPA security
Difﬁe-Hellman Key Exchange
DDH Assumption
Candidate group: QRP* where P is a “safe prime”
Next: El Gamal encryption (DH Key-Exchange used for
encryption). Building CPA secure PKE, more generally.
CCA security for PKE.

